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Aim of this talk
To review the most important sources of probability distributions in BNs

Expert knowledge
Data
Models
Literature

To understand their requirements, benefits and limitations

Check out also: Aguilera et al 2011
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Rosa_F_Ropero/publication/236985888_Review_Bayesia
n_networks_in_environmental_modelling/links/5770f95908ae6219474a3032.pdf



Drudzel & van der Gaag 2000:



Expert knowledge: overview

A flexible way of getting even relatively obscure distributions

However, be extra careful with the model structure & interview setting!
Human brain cannot take more than 2 conditioning factors
See the next talk about all the ways we can be biased...



Expert knowledge: challenges

Possibly difficult to get probability distributions out of experts!
used to working with real sampling or experimental data  difficult to
provide estimates without
they may be used to classical statistical analyses: different approach to
distributions!

Uncertainty  + superficial knowledge about BNs  distrust   reluctance to
provide estimates?



Expert knowledge: practicalities 1/2

Will the experts provide both the model structure and the parameters
(probabilities)?

If model structure is given
It must make sense to the experts!
They must all understand the variables in the same way!

People have cognitive difficulty in thinking of conditional distributions with
several conditioning factors (Morgan & Henrion 1990)

Rule of thumb: Max two parents per variable!



Expert knowledge: practicalities 2/2

Together (consensus) or separately?
Pro-together: Various points of view to take into account: more balanced assessment?
Anti-together: Strong personalities may dominate regardless of expertise

A mix of the two: joint discussion, separate (confidential) assessments
One round technique
Delphi method



Expert assessment: the Delphi method

The Delphi method is a structured, consensus-seeking expert panel method:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFfKOSTftcs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFfKOSTftcs


Expert knowledge: probability assessment

There are multiple techniques that aim to help the expert assess the probabilities
based on their knowledge:

Probability wheel
Probability scales (possibly with linguistic mapping)
Betting models
Lottery models



Expert knowledge: What I did in 2000...



Data

There are algorithms to learn conditional probabilities from data when the
model structure has been fixed

Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is the most widely used, iterative algorithm

May be easier &  more objective than expert knowledge

However, data may be biased due to sampling, or some combinations are
very poorly represented in the data



Models & literature

More informed than raw data, less biased than experts?

However, models rarely give exactly what we want
Are the parameters the same?
Do the models give probabilities or only expected values?
Are the probabilities defined in a way we want?

Check out e.g. Uusitalo et al. 2015
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364815214002813





Combination of multiple sources

Different CPTs can be populated with data from different sources
Combination of different sources is the most common approach (Aguilera et
al. 2011)


